Benefactors of The Art Students League

Emiko and Faneuil Adams, Jr.
Fred Albrecht
The Anco Wood Foundation, Inc.
Edmund Archer
The Art Trippers
Helen Mar Auer
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Baker
Howard Barker
The Florence and Ben Barrack Foundation
Morris B. Belknap
  In memory of Harry Berkowitz, from friends and family
Edward Block
Ruth Bocour
Hubert and Lillian Boscowitz
Estates of Katherine Burdette and Florida Johnson
  In memory of James C. Johnson
Martha Moore and Louis A. Burnett
The Carnegie Foundation
Elizabeth Carstairs
The John and Barbara Chancellor Fund
The Chemical Bank of New York
Estate of Dorothy Coburn
John Cocke
Irving Cohen
Nessa Cohen
Arlene B. Coffey Trust
Russell Cowles
Mrs. Thomas Creem
Marion Daly
  In memory of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Keck
Elizabeth Strong Cuevas
Mr. and Mrs. John Doss
The Russell and Janet Doubleday Fund
Estate of Joy Wheeler Dow
Estate of Olin Wheeler Dow
  In memory of Josephine
De Rosier-Dreher
Deborah Elkins
Ruth Van Cleve Emerson
Estate of John Estabrook
Walker G. Everett
Frank Field
  In memory of Inez Field
The Ford Foundation
Arthur and Arnold Frankel
Gretchen R. Richardson Freelander
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Freeze
Lewis Galantière
Estate of Henry Gasser
Jean Donald and Katharine Gates
Jacques and Natasha Gelman Trust
Friends of Nabeela George
Trudy and Henry Gillette
Estate of Estelle Stember Goldsmith
Estate of Xavier and Ethel
Edwards Gonzalez
Emilie I. Guntrum
Stella and Charles Gutman Foundation
Estate of Hildegarde and Ernst B. Haas
Estate of Margo Hammerschlag
Judith Heidenberg
Helen Herzberger
Muriel and Harry R. Hillman
Estate of Jean Hoffman
Hans and Dr. Emma Jacoby
Dr. and Mrs. Christopher Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kaplan
Estate of Gerda Karr
Ruth Katzman Scholarship
   In loving memory of her parents, Lilian and Max Katzman
The Estate of Anthony F. Kimbel
Estate of Alice Klein
Carlotta Gonzales Lahey Trust
Estate of Doris Lee
Estate of Charles A. Lewis
Estate of Richard Lillis
Estate of Jay Lindsay
Adela S. Lintelmann
Mary S. Litt
Emily Lynch Lowe (Joe and Emily Lowe Foundation)
Eleanor Barry Lowman
Charles E. Luffman
Estate of Mary Jordan McCampbell
Edward G. McDowell
Reginald Marsh and Felicia Meyers Marsh
Phyllis H. Mason
Les Heritiers Henri Matisse
Casimir B. and Helen Mayshark
Anonymous
   In honor of Dr. Peter Mennin
Henry F. Meyer
Dorothy and William H. Moore
Roy R. and Marie S. Neuberger
Estate of Ruth P. Ogden
Estate of Catherine W. Palmer
Mary Crouse Palmer
Mr. and Mrs. William Paley
Estate of Christine Pieters
Estate of Charlotte Howard Porter
Susie Raymond
Simon and Anne R. Reiter
The Gerald and May Ritter Foundation
Maxwell B. Roberts
Sara Roby Foundation
The Inez S. Rolles Trust
Dr. O. Alan Rose
Estate of Martha Tischler Rosen
Blanche Rothschild
Donn Russell
Caroline St. George
Catherine St. George
Emilio Sanchez
Henry Schnakenberg
Dr. Harry L. Segal and Evelyn Buff Segal
Lloyd Sherwood
The Alexander Shilling Fund
Estate of Theodore Adam Smith
    In memory of his brother, Robert L. Smith
Theodore E. Spawn, Jr.
Emily Ferrier Spear
Lisa Specht
Franz E. Spielmann and Richard C. Pionk
Estate of Louise and Marie Steimle
Holland Stevenson
Estate of Dorothea Stubbe
Dorothy and Fred Sulcer
Elizabeth Vytlacil Sullivan
Margaret Sussman
Benedict M. Tatti
Susan J. Tepper Foundation
Allen Terrell
The Lillian Emerson Terry Foundation
The Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation
The Allen Tucker Fund
The Tudor Foundation
George Vogt
Estate of Everett Leslie Waid
E. and L. Weiss
Mary Lois Wheatley
    In memory of Robert Philipp
Pauline Wick
Ann Vytlacil Williams
Annette Woolf